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Every decent human being is appalled
at the destruction ana suffering
wrought on New Orleans and its
environs by hurricane Katrina. All who
have followed the New Orleans antics
of the Laffites have no doubt had
thoughts about the storms impact on
the land] waterways and other historic
sites tnat served as haunts of the
corsairs. Had Kathrina hit the Gulf coast
from New Orleans to Mobile while the
British were preparing to invade, their
job would have been a cakewalk.

Grand Isle was hit hard by the storm;
yet, it will rebuild and survive as will
other nearby small communities,
wetlands and bayous. New Orleans is
another matter. Despite its illustrious
and romantic history one can seriously
hope that we can, while retaining a
sentimental memory of a beloved city,
make a rational deCision to not restore it
as a residential city. The cost and risk in
rebuilding would be enormous. In its
early 1700 beginnings perhaps the
precarious nature of the site was not
known. We can no longer plead
ignorance. We know it is below sea
level and surrounded by a levee system
that makes it a large bowl into which
flood waters pour upon occasion. This
flooding has happened before, but
never to the extent that Katrina
afforded.

How can we in good conscience rebuild
in an area we know will put the lives of
hundreds of thousands of people in
jeopardy? Children, the elderly, poor
and handicapped and many others will
be at risk from the moment they begin
living in this huge manmade earthen
bowl. The memory of Katrina will keep
an underlying fear alive and lurking in
the shadows of their minds.

Would it not be prudent to, in the name
of objective reality, forego such a build
back? Instead of building homes,
schools and playgrounds on the

1

contaminated soil of this historic city
why not capitalize on its other
strengths--refineries and the port. The
enormous amount of concrete and
other debris could be used to build a
high ground base for the so-called dirty
or smokestack industries. Secure port
facilities could also be created by
raising them to a safe level. And a high
and dry road could be constructed to
set material, merchandise and workers
m and out of this industrial complex.
The cost of all this and the cost of
relocation of residents would be less
than rebuilding and it would be a
permanent solution. Rebuilding New
Orleans into a residential city is as
perJ:t!llnent as the next category IV
hurncane.

The laws of "group think" will likely
take over and alternative ideas will not
find lodging on fertile soil. We will, in
the end, likely build back the homes
and busmesses that have been lost. It is
already happening and will continue
unless the government calls a halt to it
and devises an alternative. One fears
there is no appetite for a dialogue on
this unpopular subject.

More relevant to the Society is the
prevalence of writers among us. In
addition to those who have made my
job easy by writing numerous articles
for The Chronicles are those members
who have written books published this
year. Here are the ones we know about:

Don Peak, Fire Mission. A fine book
about the exploits of the American
Cannoneers in WWII. Don was there.

William C. Davis, The Pirates Laffite.
Perhaps the best book ever written on
the Laffites.

Cheryl Higley (Sawyer), Siren. An
enchanting Laffite novel.

Don C. Marler, Reflections on Life in
the Swamp. .



Around thee foes to forge the ready lie,
And blot life's latest scene with calumny

The Journal of Jean Laffite

William C. Davis

[Editor's note: This piece was to have been the last chapter of Davis' book
The Pirates Laffite but the publisher insisted on cutting it. This omitted
chapter may be the one of most interest to those who have struggled with
the authenticity of the Journal]
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In 1943 a man calling himself John A.
Laffite appeared in New Orleans
claiming to be the direct great
grandson of Jean Laffite. For several
years he contacted Laffite researchers
attempting to learn more information
about his presumed ancestor. In 1947
1948 "Laffite" revealed the existence of
a journal and many other papers
supposedly kept by his ancestor, but still
apparently he showed them to no one
until he allowed Stanley Clisby Arthur
access to some of the papers in 1950
1951. He also gave Arthur a little of the
content of the Journal, though Arthur
stated that he did not have access to the
Journal itself, and thus presumably did
not actually see it. The descendant did
describe the Journal to Arthur,
however. He told Arthur that it was
written in early 1851 and save him a
physical description that is significant:

They are contained in a series of
small books2 five by six inches in
size, some ~80 pages of penned
words, all in the French
language, beginning: "When I
was three years old ....1

Still no one was allowed to examine the
original Journal. Then Mr. Laffite
suffered two fires that supposedly
destroyed most of his family collection,
but by 1966 he seemed to have a lot of
it agam and was trying to sell it piece by
piece, and did dispose of several items
that are today in public and private

2

collections. Even in the 1960s a
number of the items that Mr. Laffite
brought out were determined to be
crude forgeries. In 1969 he found a
buyer for the rest of the material,
including the Journal. Finally in 1973
outside authorities were allowed to
examine the Journal itself. Mr. Laffite,
meanwhile, had died in 1970, and even
before his death his lifetime of small
time con artistry) mail fraud, a string of
aliases, and bizarre behavior were
being uncovered. Eventually it was
reveiiled that his actual name was John
Matejka, though before changing his
name to Laffite he went for years as
John Nafsinger, and that he bore no
familial or blood relation to the Laffites
whatsoever.2

From 1973 onward the debate has
grown on whether or not the Journal is
genuine or a forgery, and on who
created it if it is not authentic.
Nafsinger himself had one laboratory
test performed in the 1950s on an
isolated bit of document that mayor
may not actually have come from the
surviving Journal. All this showed was
that the paper appeared to be mid
nineteenth century in origin, and
possibly as early as 1830, and that the
mk looked old as well, though no
chemical analyses are known to have
been performed, and again we do not
know if what Nafsinger sent actually
came from the Journal itself. The
collection then changed hands again,
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and in 1978 was donated to the Sam
Houston Regional Library and Research
Center at Liberty, Texas, where it
remains today.

The debate on the authenticity of the
Journal continues to the present day.
One investi.9;ator styling himself an
"examiner ofquestioned documents" in
1974 concluded that the handwriting
in the Journal bore some characteristics
that were "identical" to those in
authentic Jean Laffite signatures,
however this is far from satr1g that the
Journal itself is authentic. Moreover,
the stylized nature of signatures makes
them of limited value in analyzing other
texts. This examiner did not have the
authentic examples of Jean Laffite's
handwriting that we have now, and
which reveal almost no similarity with
that in the Journal.

The first task in assessing the nature of
the Journal is to address the physical
document itself, and most immediately
apparent is that the document that we
now have bears no resemblance to what
Nafsinger described to Stanley Arthur
around 1951.4 Then Nafsinger said it
was in several small books that
measured five by six inches each. In
the surviving Journal, however, those
several small volumes have somehow
become a single bound volume
measuring 7.5 inches in width and 12.5
inches in height. The content is on
common laid paper, originally bound in
13-14 32-page gathered and stitched
signatures. InSide the boards are
marbled end sheets, the front holding a
book plate from the R. Dedilver Blank
Book Manufactory of 110 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia. The end boards are worn
and show signs of scorchingi' and the
remnant of some origina leather
covering. The first actual page contains
a sticker with a handwritten Inscription
of presentation to "John Laffitte" of
Charleston, dated August 23, 1835. It
should be noted that this page and the
two following do not match the paper
in the rest of the volume) nor does it
show scorching, glue stains) or other
age markings that match witn those on
the facing page. In short, these pages
with the Inscription are not original to
the book, but have been inserted at a
later date.

3

The actual contents number 260 pages,
far fewer than the 380 Nafsinger
described to Arthur, and fewer tlian
there should be for that many
signatures, thanks to a considerable
number of pages being cut out. A
singular, and suspect, feature of these
missing pages is that they come in
clumps, and invariably appear at the
concfusion of each of the dated and
signed passages of narrative. That
presents several possibilities. One is
that the narrative was written one
passage at a time? and then some time
passed during which the author cut out
Immediately following pages for other
purposes before taking up his jJen again
to continue. Another is that there was
already some material in the book, and
that it was being converted for another
purpose when the Journal writing
commenced. Several newspaper
clippings dating from the late 1700s to
the mid-1800s are still in the book, and
it may be that the missing pages had
clippings and were taken out. Still that
would make it very curious that every
Journal entry just happened
coincidentally to end before a group of
removed pages. It is also pOSSible that
the creator took out those pages to use
for creating other Laffite documents,
though it has not been possible to
compare this paper with that of other
documents in other depositories that are
clearly from the same pen.

Throughout the bulk of the journal the
calligraphy appears to be consistent,
and the ink to match, suggesting most
of it was written over a short period,
with the same pen, and the same ink.
After 55 pages the density of the ink
suddenly becomes darker, and then on
page 202 it suddenly shifts to red ink
for a few lines, and then back to dark
brown. Then it goes back to a reddish
color and remains that for the balance
of the volume. From time to time
newspaper clippings are interspersed
throughout) most of them from 1790
1820) and Including a few that relate to
Ameha Island and Galveston and Amy
and Macgregor. Nafsinger also glued
onto one page a September 5, 1956,
letter from David C. Mearns of the
Library of Congress, which states that a
sample of paper supposedly taken from



the Journal appeared to be compatible
with paper from 1830. Another letter
of June 2, 1955, from the Harris
Laboratories, states that from an
unidentified sample sent to them for
analysis, the ink appeared to be more
than 75 years old but they had not
applied chemical techniques for proof.

One clipping deals with the capture of a
pirate named Dubois, its origin
unknown. On f.age 212 appears what
looks like a sea, about 3.25 inches in
diameter, showing an eagle grasping a
snake in its beak, while In its claws it
holds lightning bolts and arrows.
Around the perimeter appear the letters
"No" and "YDS." It has been cut from a
larger document, and is incomplete.
On page 258 is a very crude pencil
sketch labeled "Mathew Laflin Born
1803." On the following page is an
advertisement in stencil for Mathew
Laflin "makers of gunpowder; flints,
fuses for blasting . . ..' On me final
page, 260, are clippings, including one
advertising "LaflIns and Smith,"
gun~wder and fuse makers of St.
loUIS."

Every entry is signed "In Laffite," and in
an imitation of Jean Laffite's signature
that is not at all convincing. About two
dozen unquestionably authentic
signatures of Jean Laffite exist on letters
and legal documents in public archives,
and they are remarkably consistent. He,
like his brother Pierre, invariably lifted
the pen from the paper after the second
"f" In the surname, and then wrote the
"ite" in a separate motion inclining
upward from the base signature. There
are twenty-two "In Laffite" signatures
in the Journal, including one that is
contained in the body of the text, and
not one of them shows this distinctive
feature. Jean Laffite also dotted the "i"
in his name with something like a
vertical dash, whereas in the Journal it
is a large round dot. Authentic
signatures also show a horizontal stroke
through the "t" beginning at the left of
the double "£'s," whereas in the Journal
signatures the "t" is crossed by a rubric
commencing from the "e." There are
other significant features in the letter
formation of genuine signatures that do
not appear in the Journal signatures.
The same erroneous features appear on

4

documents in other collections that
appear to have originated from the
same source as the Journal.

The handwriting in the body text of the
Journal is clear and legible and in a
consistent hand sitmlar to the
"secretarial" French used by clerks and
other trained professional scribes. As
such, it resembles that in many court
documents, and has been confused with
being by the same hand that wrote
some of the Le Brave documents, when
most probably both were simply written
by trained scribes taught the then
standard letter formation. This was a
common phenomenon in France,
England, Spain, and other countries at
the time though the concept never
quite took hold in America. It should be
noted that contrary to common
misconception, Jean Laffite did not
write the Le Brave documents. He
merely signed one. Indeed, on that
document where his name appears in
the body text, written by the hand that
wrote the rest of the document; the
writing of his name differs marKedly
from the actual signature below. Any
comparison of his handwriting in
actual letters he did write, such as his
October 1814 letter to Livingston, his
1818 and 1819 letters to Graham and
Long, or the 1820 letter to Malus in
New Orleans, will show radical
differences with the Le Brave
documents and with the Journal and
accompanying materials. .

On the basis of the calligraphy and the
signatures in the Journal, one ought to
conclude that they are not the work of
Jean Laffite unless his writing
underwent dramatic changes and
improvement between 1820 and 1845
when the author supposedly
commenced the work. Even that
unlikely scenario does not explain the
presentation of the content. Gene
Marshall, translator of the best edition
of the work, The Memoirs ofJean Laffite
from Le Journal de Jean Laffite (N.p.,
1999), has concluded from his work
with the translation that "hi§h level
French proficiency is r,ervasive' in the
Journal and that the manuscript
contains . . . much educated,
sophisticated French." That contrasts
dramatically with the conclusions of Dr.
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Christina Vella of Tulane University and
Dr. Harry Redmond, Jr., of New
Orleans, who translated the Laffite
letters to Livin,gston and Malus. They
found the wrIter just barely literate/
ignorant of much basic grammar, ana
overchallenged by simple usages like
homonymsl a conclusion that applied to
Pierre's wnting as well.5 Is it logical to
assume that a man who was only
rudimentarily proficient in writing his
native language in 1820, would two
decades later be writing at a "high
level" of proficiency, especially when
he was living in an English speaking
nation, and when after he left Louisiana
for good in 1820 the need or even
opportunity for writing or speaking
French was at best limited? If he later
went to college or a tutor to learn
French composition, he does not
mention it in the Journal. Interestingly,
he does speak of other education in the
Journal, saying he received some form
of higher education at St. Croix where
he studied "psychology," a subject that
was not taught anywhere in the 1790s,
and which In any case could not have
been taught at St. Croix since there
were no colleges or universities on the
island at that hme (p. 46).

There are other measurements that
need to be applied to the content of the
Journal, however, before a definitive
conclusion as to its authenticity is
reached. Perhaps surprisingly, factual
errors should carry the least weight of
all. Giving the Journal the benefit of the
doubt, if It is genuine then it must be
evaluated as would any other honest
memoir written up to forty years or
more after the fact. Memory is
enormously capricious, and the aging
process, especially if dementia has set
In, can lead to the most absurdly false
recollections, yet given in all sincerity
and with no intent to deceive. Thus by
the 1920s veterans of the American
Civil War of the 1860s often gave
extended and detailed recollections of
battles in which they never
participated. Even short term memory
IS subject to error from inattention or
personal motives, as courtrooms witness
every day. Thus, mere mistakes, even
glaring ones, cannot of themselves
condemn the Journal. Moreover, it is
important to bear in mind that

5

translation from one language to
another can introduce errors despIte the
best efforts and intentions. Some words
in French simply have no accurate
counterparts in English.

The mistakes in the Journal do give
added cause for caution, however,
because they are so many, and so many
are so glaring, seriously compromising
the overall reliability of the work even If
it were genuine (the citations for the
examples that follow are all to
Marshall's edition of the Journal). For a
start, the first dated entry in the Journal
is August 8,1845, not "early 1851" as
Nafsinger told Arthur. The author has
Pierre Laffite sailing the Caribbean in
1801-1805, when documentary
evidence places him in France until at
least May 1802, and in New Orleans
and Baton Rouge 1803-1805 (p. 73). A
list of vessels given as contaIning all
those owned and operated by the
Laffites includes many with no
connection whatever to the brothers,
and is in fact simply a list of every
privateer mentioned in the books of Lyle
Saxon and Harris Gaylord Warren, and
the Stanley Faye articles, which appear
to be the principal sources for the
Journal. It even Includes a couple of
ships like the Almirante that were
Spanish (p. 80). The list of vessels taken
from him at Barataria includes many
that not only were not there in
september 1814, but also some that
never belonged to the Laffites at all (p.
88). Speaking of Laffite ships, the
Journal states that Jean got a
commission from Cartagena for Dorada
in 1809 (p. 76). In fact, in 1809
Dorada was still securely in the hands
of her Spanish owner Francisco Ajuria,
and the Laffites would not have her
until the fall of 1813. There are similar
inaccuracies with Journal accounts of
other vessels, some of which the Laffites
never owned. Then there is the
problem of His ship Jupiter, which Jean
Laffite never had. The Journal author
claims that she was a steamboat built
for him in Charleston about 1817, and
that she was "the largest and fastest of
my steamships on the sea" and had the
"best and most modern machinery"
(pp. 122, 124).. In fact, there were no
ocean-going steamboats until 1819 and
the Savannah, and there is not a shred
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of evidence in all of the District Court
case files to indicate that any vessels
involved in privateering were
steamboats.

In discussing the British offer of 1814,
the Journal author continues the myth
that Jean was offered 30,000 pounds bl
the British, its origin being Latour s
claim of a $30,000 reward, a myth
repeated in Saxon (p. 82). The Journal
author also gets the names of many of
the Laffites' genuine associates wrong,
as in referring to GUy Champlin as '~n
Champlain" and Julius Amigoni as 'In
Amigone" (p. 78), though he later gets
Champlin right. He also claims as
subordinates or employees, men who
never worked for the Laffltes. Again
Champlin is an example, and so is
Samuel May Williams, who is referred
to as being an advisor, when his only
connection with the brothers is that he
encountered Pierre on the streets of
New Orleans on one or two occasions,
and was in the East during Jean's 1815
1816 visit (pp. 78, 110). The Williams
references come straight from his own
recollections as furnished to Mirabeau
Lamar and later published in the
collected Lamar papers. The author
presents lists of hIS "captains" that
mclude virtually' everyone ever
connected with filIbustering, all of them
people whose names appear in the lists
of characters in Saxon and in the
published district court records as of
the 1930s, plus the works of Faye and
Warren. Many are preposterous, such
as Aury, a man who never admitted
himself to be subordinate to anyone,
and Manuel Garcia, who replaced Fatio
as Spain's agent in New Orleans, was
never a sea captain, and dismissed the
Laffites as untrustworthy rabble (pp.
78-79).

Chronology is seriously misshapen, as
when the author says Pierre Laffite was
captured at Barataria in September
1814 with the others there taken, when
in fact he was arrested the previous July
(p. 88).6 The Journal completely
mistakes the time of the abandonment
of Galveston, placing it in March 1821,
rather than May 1820, a mistake that
also appears in Saxon (pp. 145, 150,
152). Many of the claIms made are
simply outrageous, as when the author

6

says that he gave General Jackson 362
cannon and 300,000 flints at New
Orleans (pp. 89, 93, 103). In fact,
there were not 360 cannon on the
continent at that time, and Jackson's
own testimony is that he got 7,500
flints from the Laffites. In dealing with
the campaign itself, the author asserts
that Latour knew nothing of the
geography of lowland Louisiana in late
18 f 4, and that as a result General
Humbert helped with its mapping (p.
110). Humbert had been in Louisiana
less than a year, and as of the fall of
1814 had only passed through the
bayou country once at most. As for that
battle, the author consistently confuses
Jean with what Pierre was doing for
Jackson during the campaign. The
claim that the author saw a cannon ball
fired by Dominique carry away the legs
of BrItish General Pakenham and
mortally wound him is pure fabrication.
Pakenham died from two grapeshot
wounds, and lost no limbs (p. 95).

Recollections of affairs after the battle
are just as flawed. According to the
author, Laffite challenged General
Jackson to a duel and almost slapped his
face, but Old Hickory refused to accept
the challenge (p. 92). No one with even
a passing familiarity with the life of
Andrew Jackson could believe that he
would back down from a challenge or
insult such as this. Whatever else one
might think of Jackson, the very idea is
simply ridiculous. The author claims
that immediately after the battle "I had
a vast and powerful fleet," this in spite
of his own---exaggerated-list a few
pages earlier of all the vessels he lost to
Patterson's raid. In fact, in early 1815
the Laffites had no known ships, and no
base for them to operate from (p. 102).
The loss of his shIps was part of why
Jean Laffite went East that summer, but
the Journal author says he departed
October 25, 1815. In an example of
often remarkably precise recall of
inconsequential details amid
catastrophic forgetfulness of major
events, the author even remembered
precisely that it was a Wednesday that
he left (p. 105). In another such
instance, he gives the precise
navigational .coordinates down to
degrees and minutes for a prize he took
forty years earlier, disingenuously
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adding that the coordinates are given
"as best I remember" (p. 59).

In fact, Jean left New Orleans July 15,
1815. The Journal author's subsequent
recollection of reaching Washington
November 7 and staying until March 3,
1816, is also accompanied by precise
recollection of the days of the week, but
gets both dates wrong by months (p.
107). At another sitting, the writer
suddenly recalled that Pierre was with
him on the trip, in spite of the
numerous legal transactions of Pierre's
and correspondence of SedelIa,
Morphy, and Pierre himself, that
unquestIOnably place him in New
Orleans (p. 124). The author also
recalls that the case for restitution of
the property taken from him at
Barataria languished from inaction by
the Supreme Court in Washington
when in fact no appeal was ever filed
from the district court in New Orleans
(p.lll).

The Journal author's lack of real
familiarity with the era] its individuals,
and the Issues with Which they dealt,
often led him to make egregious errors,
few examples more glarmg than a brief
account of a meeting held in 1818
1819-dates are rarely specific except
where they don't matter-at which the
Laffites and their Spanish employers
decide to dismiss from their confidence
several people including Francisco
Mina-who had already been executed
by a Spanish firing squad, Henry
Perry-who had been dead for more
than a year; Aury-already gone for
good to Old Providence-and most
mtriguing of all, a "General Soto De
Marma." There was no such person.
Rather, Soto la Marina was one of the
Mexican Gulf ports sometimes used by
the filibusters (p. 129).
Toward the end, the author has Pierre
accompanying Jean to Mugeres, and
then riving on to March 9, 1844,
unaware of the considerable dossier of
documents establishing Pierre's death in
November 1821 (pp. 152, 154, 160).

There are other examples that reveal
the author's glaring ignorance of how
privateers worked, nothing more so
than his assertions that Laffite's corsairs
"won in every battle on the coasts of

7

Louisiana/' and that "my vessels were
engaged m several battles on the high
seas a$,ainst English and Spanish war
vessels' (pp. 8.£, 8 l). Privateers did not
fight battles. They had nothing to gain
from risking a fight with a warship.
They assiduously avoided them, taking
on only unarmed merchant vessels. If
they ever fired a shot, it was a single
one across the bow of a prospective
prize, and that ended the matter. One
looks in vain in the records for any
examples of privateers intentionally
engaging warshil?s, or even of anned
boarding of a pnze against resistance.
Yet the Journal author has Laffite
attacking and defeating an entire British
war fleet in August 1813 (p. 85).
Equally outlandish is his statement that
at age 18 Jean shared command of a
300-ton privateer with Pierre (p. 57).
Captains did not share joint command
of ships. Moreover, most privateers
were 30- or 40-ton displacement
vessels. Even La Diligent, possibly the
largest vessel the Laffites ever owned!
only ran 136 tons. A 300-ton vesse
simply drew too much water and was
too slow to operate in the seas plied by
the corsairs.

It is worthy of note that the Journal
author attempted to lend verisimilitude
to the work by references linking it to
established primary documents, as
when he stated that Pierre was for a
time "an American official" around
1806 (pp. 74, 75). The reference is
derived from a misinterpretation of
Pierre's one-time deputation as a
marshal's assistant in 1810 in the
matter of the slave cargo of the EJ
BoJador. These documents, as cited in
the notes herein, were widely published
in the newspapers in the 1930s, and the
clippings were-and are-available in
the vertical clipping files on Laffite at
several LouiSiana libraries. The
statement that Jean Laffite once stated
that he was born in Bordeaux in 1780
comes from the papers of La DiJigente
at the Historic New Orleans Collection,
papers detailed in Saxon (p. 75).
Following the abandonment of
Galveston, the Journal author says that
Pierre took the alias Ricardo de Leon, a
derivation of. the newspaper article
republished in Saxon dealmg with a
pnvateer-Gaspar-who wrote a



humorous letter signing himself
Richard Coeur de Lion (p. 153). The
author also links Pierre to land claims
filed in Louisiana in the 1830s and later
(p. 159). They are genuine, but relate
to an entirely different Lafitte family of
Natchitoches and western Louisiana
who have no connection to the corsair
brothers. In its later pages the Journal
continues the confusion of Pierre Laffite
with the family of Pierre Bouet Lafitte of
Natchitoches and the Sabine, including
identifying that man's son Cezar Lafitte
as an offspring of the corsair Laffite (p.
124).

In fact, in trying to link the Journal to
genuine documents, the author
sometimes mistook fiction for fact, as in
the repeated mention of the Confiant or
Confiance as a Laffite vessel. There was
such a vessel, but it belonged to
Nicholas JoIly, who never had any
connection to the LaffitesJ However, in
a fictional article by George Pierce in
DeBow's Review for October 1851, the
story has Jean Laffite commanding a
vessel named Confiance in the days
before he came to Louisiana. It can
hardly be a coincidence, then, that a
document that was once part of the
coIlection buiIt around the Journal, in
the same handwriting as much of the
rest of it, would turn up connecting
Laffite with a ship of that name. In the
1970s it was in the TORCH CoIlection
at Houston. It purported to be a set of
articles commissioning the Laffite
privateer Confiant, dated at Galveston,
May 9, 1817, and signed by Jean
Laffite. It is a crude forgery, proven so
by its own internal evidence, as where it
states that the vessel is authorized to
"capture the fighting ships flying the
colors of England or Spain." As
previously stated, one thing privateers
did not do, and were not to rIsk doing,
was taking on armed enemy vessels,
virtuaIly all of which would have them
outgunned and outmanned. Moreover,
on May 9, 1817,Jean Laffite was not in
Galveston, but had arrived back in New
Orleans on April 22, and would not be
at Galveston again until the faIl. As for
the body of tlie document, it is chiefly
just a copy of the Le Brave articles of
1818, which as it happens were
published at least as early as 1943 in
Ray M. Thompson's Land of Lafitte the
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Pirate. The Confiant document is no
longer listed in the inventory of the
TORCH CoIlection, and has apparently
disappeared.

AIl of this-and there IS much
more--ought to be serious enough to
compromise the whole content of the
Journal as being at best unreliable even
if it is authentic. If genuine, it is clearly
the creation of a person suffering
serious memory lapse and haIlucination
to the point of dementia. Even that is
not sufficient to explain the Journal's
inextricable connection to the forged
Confiant document or the confusion of
a Mexican port with a non-existent
general but m sum the document is so
unreliable that nothing from it can or
should be accepted on face value unless
corroborated completely and
independently from direct
contemporary sources. . Significantly,
the only portions of the Journal that can
be so corroborated detail information
that was already widely available in
print as of 1943 or even 1940,
mcIuding being available to any would
be creator Wllling to walk into the
public library in New Orleans or any of
several other cities. What can be
substantiated in the Journal is not new;
what is new in the Journal cannot be
substantiated, and much of that is
demonstrably false.

More serious than this, however, are
the things that ought to be in the
Journal that do not appear. The
Journal's author is unaware of Pierre's
established residence and property
ownership in New Orleans in 1803. He
leaves out Pierre's residence in or near
Baton Rouge in 1804, and more
seriously, overlooks the three years
1806-1809 that Pierre spent in
Pensacola, placing him elsewhere.
Significantly, all three of these
omissions were not known or in the
published Laffite literature as of 1940,
and the Pensacola connection was only
discovered in the course of research for
this volume in 2000. In short, someone
setting out in the 1940s to create a Jean
Laffite journal would have haa no
convenient way to find out about these
things by simply going to Saxon, Faye,
and perhaps Warren. Moreover,
nothing whatever' of the Laffite
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brothers' extensive legal dealings
revealed in the court archives at the
New Orleans Public Library appears in
the .Journal, including Pierre's
bankruptcy or the details of their
financing of the Galveston enterprise.
Nothing from almost 100 Laifite
transactions in the Notarial Archives
dealing with slave purchases? ship
purchases, and the undeniable hnks to
Marie Villard-who is not mentioned in
the memoir--is to be found in the
Journal. And from the mountain of case
files of the District Court detailing the
business affairs of the Laffites, virtually
nothing appears in the Journal except
references to material that was
published from those case files in the
New Orleans newspapers in the 1930s.
Certainly that must raise an eyebrow.
Would Jean Laffite reasonably have
forgotten all of these thil1$s that did not
happen to be available In print as of
19407

Not likely, but it stretches credulity too
far to accept that he would have
forgotten his eight-month exploration
of the Arkansas with Latour In 1816.
This is all the more surprising given
that the Journal makes clear the close
association of Jean and Latour, yet all
the Journal author says of that period is
that "in the month of April 1816, I
decided to pursue my privateering on
the high seas" (p. 109). When the
Journal has Jean gO:g to sea, in fact he
and Latour had alr y gone upriver to
the Arkansas. It was Jean Laffite's first
clandestine assignment as a Spanish
agent. More than that it was the
longest journey of his lile, a genuine
adventure into little-explored territory.
It defies logic to assume that even a man
suffering dementia would include in his
Journal Inconsequential details like days
of the week or the stores he saw during
a carriage ride in St. Louis, but would
omit what had been for him an epic
Journey.

The logical reason for its omission is
readily apparent. As of 1940, no writer
on Laffite had yet discovered the story
and put it in readily accessible print.
Saxon did not know of it at all, but gave
a version that had Laffite going to San
Domingue and elsewhere privateering
in that period, misinformation the
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Journal repeats. Warren referred to it
only obliquely in one sentence in his
dissertation, but omitted that from his
published book in 1943.8 Faye gave it a
paragraph in his major article on the
Laffites In 1940, but provided no detail
whatever. Otherwise hints were only
available in a couple of obscure
Arkansas memoirs, and in a county
courthouse in Arkansas itself. Thus
nothing was readily at hand to give
even an outline of the story when the
Journal was written, and thus it was
omitted entirely. Only in 1948, after
the Journal was already complete and
on the market seeking a buyer, did the
Hodges' article on the Arkansas journey
for the first time put the broad picture
of the trip in print, and by then it was
too late to include it in the Journal.

Almost parenthetically, it is worth
mentioning that amid all the lists of
ships and adventures, the Journal
author has also forgotten his service in
the Colombian navy and his command
of the General Santander, which again
was unknown in the 1940s, and not
discovered until recent years. Yet there
is a standard of measurement that
causes even greater problems for the
Journal than what it gets wrong, or
what it omits, and that is what is In it
that could not possibly be there if it is
genuine.

For a start, unless one grants that it is
possible to predict the future and that
the Journal author enjoyed powers of
precognition, certain comments in the
work raise serious flags. No one
writing in 1846, as one entry is dated,
could anticipate World War I, but the
Journal author predicts that the empires
of Europe would fall in 1919 (p. 134).
Even harder to swallow is hiS 1850
prediction that "machines will be
Invented to write words more quickly
on paper than could be written by 20
human hands with a quill" (p. 172).
That, of course, is a prescient reference
to the typewriter, which came along a
few decades later. Here, however, is
one of several instances in which the
writer steps into a pitfall unawares,
thanks to making a common but
erroneous assumption. In this case it is
one still made even today, that in "olden
times" everything was written with



quill pens. By 1850 and the alleged
date of this entry, quills had been out of
use for more than half a century, and
virtually everyone used steel nib pens.
If the author of the Journal was himself
actually writing in 1850, he would
have been using a steel nib pen, as the
Journal pages themselves--whenever
written-make clearly evident, and that
would have been his frame of reference,
not a quill.9

And it seems fair to assume that all
reasonable people will agree that time
travel is not possible, todiy or in 1850.
Nevertheless, under date of June 4,
1850; the Journal author states that his
wife nas told him that day that "a new
invention exists allowing the making of
'Daguerre' photographs with a small
box, which are reproduced on sheets of
thin black metal" (p. 182; p. 247 of the
manuscript Journal). The "Daguerre"
process he mentions is, of course, the
daguerreotype, invented in France in
1839 by Louis Daguerre, whom the
Journal author elsewhere lIsts as one of
his friends, and even possibly one of his
employees in the privateering business!
The photograph involved making an
image on a sheet of metal covered with
silver and polished to a mirror sheen.
For more than a decade it was the only
photographic process commercially
available, and was still dominant well
after the date of the Journal entry. Thus
it was not a "new Invention" in 1850,
and in any event his description makes
it evident that he was not referring to
the daguerreotype.

The "sheets of thin black metal" that the
entry describes, of course, are the
successor to the daguerreotype, the
melainotype, ferrotype, or more
commonly styled "tintype." It is a thin
sheet of iron painted black, or
'Japanned," and then coated with a
lI~t sensitive emulsion. Thanks to the
millions of them made-and still made
even today-and perhaps the attraction
of the allIterative name, the tintype is
what Americans most often associate
with old photographs, just as they
associate the qUill with old writing.
That presented another seemingly safe
assumption-turned-ritfall into which
this time the Journa author sank out of
sight. The inventor of the tintype,
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Hamilton L. Smith of Ohio, did not
develop and announce his process to
the world until the fall of 1855. It is
first mentioned in the scientific
literature in November of that year, and
in February 1856 he took out a patent.
Only after Peter Neff commenced
manufacture of the plates later that year
did photographers In the United States
begin to practice the process, and its
spread was slow. 10 Meanwhtle, there
were only two photographers operating
in St. Louis in 1850, Thomas M. Easterly
and John Fitzgibbons, and both
exclUSively tJracticed the daguerreotype
method which in fact was the only one
available until 1854 and the beginning
of the albumen paper process. I I

The collection of which the Journal is a
part actually has several alleged
photographs of Jean Laffite and his
wife. In box 4, file 8, there is a photo
identified as a daguerreotype of Jean
Laffite and second wife Emma Hortense
Mortimore, and beneath the image on
the inside of the case is an inscnption
stating that it was taken April 7, 1844
in Cincinnati. It is not a daguerreotype,
however, but an ambrotype on glass, a
technique that sometimes gave the
superficial appearance of a
daguerreotype. Wholly aside from the
fact that Hi.e man in the image is
probably no more than 35, whereas by
the evidence of the Journal itself Jean
Laffite would have been 73, the
ambrotype p'rocess did not come to
America until 1854, ten years after the
bogus inscription. And accompanying
the inscription is yet another forged
Jean Wfite signature matching those
that appear in the Journal itself.

If indeed the "camera never lies," then
someone else is lying, for here we have
a photograph identified as being taken a
decade before its process was Invented.
And getting back to the Journal itself we
have a supposed 1850 description of a
photographic process that was not
patented or available until 1856. That
alone defies reality, of course; but it is
compounded by the family Bivle in the
collection) which attempts to establish
Jean Lafflte's death on May 5, 1854.
Thus the Journal author actually died
two years before the invention of the
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process he described six years before its
debut.

Yet another category of things that the
real Jean Laffite would not have put into
any memoir are items from his career
that the published literature as of 1940
had gotten wrong, but which have since
been corrected. The Journal contains
the old canard that the Laffite brothers
operated a blacksmith shop in New
Orleans in 1805 (p. 74). Saxon, Faye,
and Warren all repeated the old myth.
Interestingly, in 1952 Stanley Artnur,
whose book Jean Laffite, Gentleman
Rover is otherwise so useless, was the
first to question the smithy legend,
another evidence that, as he said, the
Journal itself was not available to him.
There was no such blacksmith shop.
The Journal also details Laffite's
involvement with a plan to rescue
Napoleon from exile at St. Helena (pp.
105, 120, 125). It is a fiction derived
from articles by Meigs O. Frost
published in the New Orleans, States
August 26, September 2, 9, 1928, based
on clearly faked documents attributed
to Dr. Louis Genella of New Orleans.
They maintain that Laffite actually got
Napoleon out, and that he lived on
incognito in Louisiana. They are also
the source of the story that the Laffites
had a connection with John Paul Jones,
which the Journal incorporates, calling
him ''In ruilijon" (p. 48). The Journal
author left out, however, Genella's
contention that Jean Laffite actually
served with Jones on the Bonhomme
Richard in its epic 1778 battle with the
British serapis, which was wise given
that the fight took place three years
before Laffite's birth. The Genella
documents also have Laffite, Jones, and
Napoleon, all buried together at the
Temple.

The Journal repeats the old story of
Laffite meeting Humbert at a dinner
given for his birthday in New Orleans
m 1813 (p. 114). The story originated
in print in Castellanos, New Or[eans as
it Was. The event may never have
taken place, but what is significant is
that Castellanos recounted it in 1895 as
a celebration of a French holiday.
When Saxon took it from Castellanos,
however, he carelessly got it wrong,
and changed the occasion into
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Humbert's birthday. The Journal
author repeated Saxon's 1930 error,
meaning he was writinz his account
with Saxon in front of hIm. Moreover,
Humbert's birthday was August 22, and
on that date in 1813 he had not yet
come to New Orleans, being still in the
East.

In several places the Journal author
mentions his sister Yvonne, who lived
in Philadelphia. There is no evidence
for such a person ever existins.
However in a larze copy book that IS
part of the collechon, there is more on
this Yvonne; including her marriage to
the Laffites associate Laurent Maire,
making him their brother-in-law. As
already stated, in fact Maire married
Adeline Godon, a white woman from an
old Louisiana family that predat~ the
arrival of the Laffites, and' they
remained married through his life unhl
his death in 1827. His widow survived
him by more than seventy years, as is
clearly established by probate records
and her obituary.12 Maire cannot
possibly have been the Laffites' brother
m-Iaw. Neither of the brothers was
married) nor by law could they marry
the mUlatto VIllard women. In any
event, Maire was an Italian, white, and
therefore could not have been a VIllard
brother. And there is no way to make
Adeline Godon into a Laffite sister.
However, Stanley Faye, in his major
article published in July 1940,
apparently misread a Spanish source
and concluded that Maire was the
Laffites' brother-in-Iaw,13 It is the only
place anywhere in print that thIS
mistake is made, and it is a mistake, yet
it also ap~ars in the collectIon
associated WIth the Journal.

The Journal author also consistently,
and mistakenly, says that he made the
trip to the East in 1818-1819 that was
actually made by his brother Pierre,
though on one occasion he says they
both went, which is clearly impossible
since his own documentary trail ties
Jean to Galveston in that period (pp.
125-26, 136). It was a mIstake made
by Saxon, though not by Faye or
Warren. Since the trip lasted about
seven months; .it is again reasonable to
assume that the real Jean Laffite would
not have forgotten that he had not made
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it. The Journal author also clearly had
access to the 1923 edition of the papers
of Mirabeau B. Lamar, containing
several statements by Samuel May
Williams that are almost the only
sources we have for the two brothers'
eastern visits. In using it, the Journal
author was careless and misread
Williams' 1855 statement that he met a
Laffite in the Capital at the Washington
Hotel operated Dy a Mr. Butler. In the
Journal he has gotten it turned around
so that Laffite was at the Hotel Butler in
Washington (p. 138).

The Journal does not give any account
of the fictitious fight between the
Galveston commune under Laffite and
the Karankawa Indians, but it does
mention the episode, placing it in 1818
(p. 151). No such engagement ever
took place with Laffite, and the fi~t
was actually with Long on July 30,
1820, two months after Laffite had
abandoned Galveston. But Saxon had it
in his book, and the Journal author
included it in his, a recollection he
cannot have had of an event that did
not take place.

Fatally telling in regard to mistakes the
Journal should not Incorporate are two
instances dated November 8, 1845, and
December 1, 1846, in which the
Journal author refers to one of his
lieutenants at Galveston as "Theodore
Rawlins" (pp. 78, 137). He is speaking
of James Rollins, one of the mutineers
who took the General Victoria back to
New Orleans in August i820. Rollins's
name is very clearly stated as given by
himself in September 1820 on two
documents in the District Court case
file. However, when John McHenry's
1853 recollection of the event was
published in DeBow's Review, the only
printed source to mention the episode,
James Rollins was mistakenly referred
to as "Theodore Rawlins," and was so
presented in the piece. Once again, it
was a mistake that is only corrected in
print for the first time now, and one
that the Journal author can only
reasonably have made by having the
McHenry article in front of him. More
significant even than that, however, is
the fact that McHenry did not himself
write the 1853 article. 14 It was written
by John Henry Brown, based on his
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recollections of conversations with
McHenry in that year. Thus when
McHenry told Brown about Rollins,
either McHenry or Brown mistook his
first name James for Theodore, and then
Brown himself probably made the error
of heari~ "Rollins" but printing it as
"Rawlins. For the Journal to be
genuine, we have to be willing to accept
that Jean Laffite would by coincidence
make exactly the same combination of
two mistakes made by two men, and
that he would make those mistakes
eight years before they appeared in
pnnt in DeBow's.

Other anachronisms are almost
amusing, as in the reference to Trujillo,
San Domingue, in 1822, when the city
was actualfy not named Trujillo unhl
1936 (p. 154). Better yet is the
assertion that Jean Desfarges was a
"master cannoneer and navigator" in
1805 (p. 74). Given that Desfarges was
born in 1795, that means he must have
been unusually precocious to be an
accomplished artillerist at the age of 9
10. Particularly interesting are places
in which the Journal contradicts itself
on impossible events. The author says
that Pierre visited New Orleans In
March-April 1831 and stayed with his
fictitious older brother Alexandre
whom the Journal identifies as none
other than Dominique Youx. If he did
so, then Pierre must have slept in the St.
Louis Cemetery, for the Journal itself
earlier says/. quite accurately, that
Dominique aied in November 1830, at
least four months before Pierre's
fictitious visit (p.125). Similar
problems appear throughout the large
copy book that is in the collection,
portions of which are written as if by
Jean Laffite, and others as if by Pierre.
It would be pointless to cite all of them,
though one of interest is the assertion
that one Louis Ferriere was responsible
for Pierre's arrest in 1814; and that in
revenge, Gambi murderea Ferriere on
September 12, 1814, on his doorstep at
620 Ursulines Street. In 1814 most
street numbers in New Orleans did not
yet exist, and would not until beginning
In 1851. Thus, Ferriere's home was not
at 620 or any other number in 1814.
However it was so related in Stanley
Arthur's In Old New Orleans (New
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Orleans; 1936), p. 145, and that is
where tne Journal author got it.

Wholly aside from the particulars of the
content, there are other peculiarities
about the Journal that do not fit.
Throughout, the author is boastful, even
egotishcal, proclaiming his
contributions to America and the world,
including taking credit for saving
Andrew Jackson at New Orleans, and
thus saving the United States from
being forceCi to return to colonial rule
by Britain. Yet throughout the text
there is also the recurring theme of
resentment and wounded pride that the
world has failed to recognize his
benisons to mankind. Does It stand to
reason that a man so wounded at being
denied the credit he felt he deserved,
would spend the last thirty years of his
life in self-imposed obscurity by living
under an assumed name, thus himself
virtually guaranteeing that he could not
get the recognition he so craved?
Moreover nowhere does the author
give an adequate explanation of why he
chose to live under an alias.

Then there is the matter of the
singularly peculiar balance in the
Journal. The entire work runs to just
over 54,500 words. The portion
detailing the first 40 years of the
subject's life comprises 41,500 words,
or seventy-six percent-roughly 1,000
words per year. The portion covering
the final thirty-three alleged years of his
life runs to 13,000 words, or just
twenty-four percent-less than 400
words per year, even though one might
reasonably be expected to have greater
recall of more recent events. The
dividing line between the two is 1820
1821, which just happens to be the
point at which authentic records and
narratives of the lives of the Laffites,
known and in print as of 1940-1943,
come to an end. In short, someone
inventing the Journal could write in
considerable detail about events prior to
1820 because substantial sources were
easily at hand to provide bones and
flesh for the narrative. However, for
anything after 1820-1821, such an
author would find no more sources, and
be forced to write purely from
imagination. It is worth noting that
there is a considerable lack of detail in
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the post-1821 narrative, other than
quite inconsequential names of store
owners and doctors, public transactions
in St. Louis, and so forth, the sort of
things to be found in an issue or two of
a contemporary newspaper and thrown
in for verisimilitude. Virtually nothing
of the author's personal activities as
detailed can be verified. Once again,
everything in the Journal that can be
independently corroborated occurs in
the pre-1821 narrative, and was all
available in print in a handful of easily
accessible sources as of 1940-1943,
precisely the time when Nafsinger
began calling attention to himself and
his family papers. One might
reasonably expect that even out of sheer
coincidence, a few things invented by
the author might actually receive
apparent corroboration through
subsequent research, but to date not a
single mstance has been found.

So what is the Journal? Its proponents,
and it has a coterie of intelligent,
sincere, and industrious, defenCiers,
maintam that its flaws can be explained
away by poor memory, inadequate or
incomplete contemporary recordslproblems of translation, ana
misinterpretation by those who regard
it as a forgery. No doubt, many
individual mstances of apparent
problems in the Journal can, m fact,
reasonably be dismissed thanks to these
excuses. However, the logician would
find that the volume of the problems is
too large, and their magnitude too
great. The necessity for the creation of
hypotheses upon hypotheses on an
exponential scale to explain them all
strays so far from the ordinary bases of
judgment, that no explanahon other
than forgery is adequate to define the
document. Nothing can explain the
Journal's wonderful ability to know in
advance of events that did not occur
until after the date of its entries, and
even after the author's presumed death.
Neither is there a rational explanation
for how the Journal can incorporate as
genuine recollection mcorrect
statements that were not made in the
Laffite literature until the 19308 and
19408, shortly before the Journal's
revelation to the public, and which are
only now shown to be in error.



It has been sugsested that perhaps the
Journal was mtended as a novel.
Certainly most of it is fiction. But it
bears few if any elements of something
intended as an entertainment for a
reader. There is no story or plot, it
defines no characters, establishes no
dramatic tension. If it was to be a
novel, in short, it was written by
someone lacking any grasp of how to
teIl a story. Moreover, the inclusion of
all those attempted Jean Laffite
signatures, and the writing in a genuine
circa 1830s-1860s blank book, argues
against the novel idea. This was
intended to be taken as an authentic
period document written by Jean
Laffite. Of course it may have been a
hobby or innocent amusement for its
creator, and then somehow feIl into the
hands of its unscrupulous promoter.
This seems unlikely, however. It has
also been suggested that it was actuaIly
written in the nineteenth century as an
innocent essay in romantic fiction, but
that faIls down in the face of the
content in the Journal relating some
specific details of the Laffites' work as
spies for Spain that simply was not
known in the nineteenth century, and
would not be known until the
appearance of Stanley Faye's article in
1940. The work can only have been
written after the ~ublication of Saxon,
Faye, and Warren s works 1930-1943,
and perhaps Warren was not absolutely
necessary, and the real cutoff date
should be 1940.

Those who have studied John
Nafsinger/Matejka are mainly agreed
that he did not have the education or
inteIlectual wherewithal to create the
Journal, even though he was known to
visit antique shops and book stores
buying old paper and books one of
which certamly could have been the
original ledger or scrapbook that was
then turned into the Journal by
removing unusable pages. His
surviving letters also hint that he may
have had accomplices in creating the
documents. Certainly descriptions of
the man's mental state match weIl with
the scattered and disorganized nature of
the narrative in the Journal. The fact
that the Journal comes in association
with a host of other clear forgeries does
not help its case, though it IS possible
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that Nafsinger or someone else acquired
the Journal and then "sweetened the
pot' by surrounding it with other
reinforcing forgeries, most of them
clumsy, such as purported
correspondence of Dominique, who
was in fact illiterate and had to sign
documents by a mark. ls It should be
noted, though, that whoever created all
the other material-the documents
copy books, family Bible, mislabeled
and altered photographs, and
more-must have had sufficient
command of French to be able to read
the Journal and thus know how to
create documents that would
comr-liment it. In short, the greatest
likelIhood would seem to be that most
or all of the coIlection emanates from a
single source, and the years of effort
that Nafsinger himself spent trying to
capitalize on the coIlection suggests that
if he was not the creator, then be had a
hand in the creation of all of it even if
that hand did not hold the pen that
wrote the Journal.

It remains a complex document in a
complex and puzzling coIlection of
materials. Certainly someone invested
some time and effort in its creation,
though not much careful attention to
detail, and not much effort at
imagination as evidenced by the
dramatic reduction in post 182 I
coverage. To date, no one has gone to
the expense of commissioning the kind
of forensic tests that can date with some
reliability the composition of the ink
used, and it should be noted that, like
old paper, old ink is not that hard to
acquire. More vital is determining how
long that ink has been on what is
admittedly mid-nineteenth century
paper. If at a future date such tests are
performed and confirm dates in the
twentieth century, the question wiIl be
settled. If the tests return equivocal
results, as can happen, then the debate
wiIl continue. LogicaIly, just as
information in the pre-1821 narrative
can easily lead a researcher to
contemporary corroboration of its
statements directly relating to or
involving Jean Laffite, then the post
1821 narrative should do the same. To
date, after half. a century of scrutiny, it
has failed to do so even once. If in
future a few instances can be found of
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the Journal leading us to corroboration
that Laffite financed Karl Marx or
married Emma Mortimore or
exchanged correspondence with
Abraham Lincoln, and if there are a
sufficient number of these instances to
take us beyond the laws of probability
in regard to mere coincidence, then
those who dismiss the Journal as a
clumsy forgery may have to soften their
conclusions, though it will always have
to face the apparently insurmountable
problem of the anachronisms and
mstances of future knowledge.

For the moment, if we cannot say
precisely what the Journal is, at least we
can say on the available evidence what
it is not, and that is an authentic
memoir written by Jean Laffite, or
anyone else prior to circa 1940. The
idea for it may have been sparked by
those early newspaper accounts
suggesting that when Laffite
disappeared, it was not in the
Caribbean, but somewhere else like
Orange, New York. "The absence of all
intelligence is a proof that he was
ashamed of his past career," a New
Orleans writer speculated in 1871,
"and changed his name and profession,
as he had intended, and led a new life.'"
For the moment, the rational conclusion
is that he did not, but in the Journal
someone chose to create a new life for
him after his death.

Endnotes

1. Stanley Clisby Arthur, jean
wffite: Gentleman Rover, pp.
277,286. In his introductIOn to
the published Journal cited
below, Robert L. Schaadt states
on p. 191, note 47) that Laffite
scholars have errea when they
said Arthur did not have access
to the whole collection or the
Journal. Arthur himself
contradicts this with his specific
statement on p. 277 of Laffite
that this autobiographical diary
or journal . . . has not been
turned over to me along with
other family papers, and also
Arthur's statement on p. 286
that the materials Nafsinger let
him use were letters, portraits,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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and other records which had to
do with his career. Arthur's
earlier reference to journals on
this same page, whIch Schaadt
cites, clearly did not include the
Journal.

For an able discussion of the
history of the Journal and
Nafsinger/Matejka, see Dr.
Robert L. Schaadts inrroduction
to Gene Marshall, ed., The
Memoirs ofjean wffite from Le
journal de jean Laffite (N.p.,
1999), pp. 11-35. See also Jean
L. Epperson, "Who was John
Andrechyne Laffite?" wffite
Society Chronicles, IV
(September 2000), p. 2.

Ralph O. Queen to John L.
Howells, September 27, 1974,
Howells Research Notes, Laffite
Collection, Sam Houston
Regional Library and Research
Center, Liberty, lX.

Dr. Robert L. Schaadt was most
generous in allowing a thorough
examination of the original
journal and accompanying
materials in the Jean Laffite
Collection.

Gene Marshall, ''The Languages
of the Author of Wfite's
Journal"i essay in Sam Houston
Regiona Library and Research
Center, Liberty, lX. An example
of the kind of grammahcal
consrruction that Jean Laffite
could not cope with in his own
composition would be writing
flour pot for flower pot, though
this is not an example taken
from one of his letters.

The 1958 translation of the
Journal makes this read that my
older brother Dominique was
captured by Patterson, but
Dominique's name does not, in
fact, appear here in the origmal
Journal, but was added by the
1958 translators, for whom this
is a typical example of their fast
and .loose approach to
rranslation. They had active
participation by Matejka as an



inducement, or ~e may e'!'en
http://fenealogyinstlouis.~ccesshave edited theIr translation

after the fact to suit his needs. genea ogy.com/tracyleWls.htm.

12. Laurent Maire Estate Inventory,7. New Orleans, Louisiana Gazette
September 15, 1827, Orleansand New-Orleans Mercantile
Parish Court of Probates,Advertiser, June 21, 1817.
Louisiana Division, New Orleans

Harris Gaylord Warren, New Public Library.8.
Spain and the Filibusters, 1812- 13. Faye, Great Stroke, p. 742.1821, PhDdissertation
(Evanston, IL, 1937), p. 286. 14. Brown, Texas, I, pp. 77-78n.

9. It needs to be noted that in the 15. For examples of Dom!n!que1958 edition of the Journal,
signing by mark see DomInIquewhich all parties agree is an
You to Nathaniel Jenkins, Marchinferior translation, the word
3 1823, Notary Philippequill is not. used, but rather the P~desclaux, Vol. 261 Act 151,more genenc pen.
Jenkins to You, Apnl 2

th
1824,

Beaumont Newhall, The History Act 263, NONA. In e You10.
Papers at HNOC there areof Photography from 1839 to
documents relating tothe Present
Dominique's vessel Pandoure(Boston, 1982), p. 103; Robert
that carry a signature, but the.yTaft, Photography and t-!Je are most likely written on hISAmerican Scene, A SocIal
behalf. It seems unlikely that aHistory, 1839-1889 (New York,
man who could sign his name ip.1938), pp. 153-56.
1812 would forget how to do It

See the website Early St. Louis by 1823.11.
Phot~aphers, compiled )Jy 16. New Orleans, Times-Picayune,Davi A. Lossos, based on CIty
directories, at

August 20, 1871.
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